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NMAP ANALYZED MEDIA NARRATIVES ABOUT 
REFUGEES, MIGRANTS, & ASYLUM SEEKERS IN 
GERMANY, THE CZECH REPUBLIC, & POLAND 
SINCE THE START OF THE WAR IN UKRAINE

Introduction

SINCE THE ILLEGAL ANNEXATION OF CRIMEA in 2014, the 
Russian Federation has intensified its attempts to infringe on 
Ukraine’s sovereignty — escalating sharply with the invasion 
of Ukraine in February 2022, which triggered the biggest 
cross-border human displacement in Europe in decades. 
This sparked unprecedented policy measures invoked across 
EU countries to support those fleeing Ukraine, as well as 
intensified media coverage and national conversations 
surrounding refugees from the country. 

In 2022, New Media Advocacy Project (NMAP) carried 
out a media landscape and narrative analysis examining 
the perceptions of refugees and other displaced individuals 
in Poland, the Czech Republic, and Germany against the 
backdrop of Russia’s invasion and war in Ukraine. 

While the response to and reception of Ukrainians has 
overwhelmingly dominated the news cycle in 2022, Ukrainians 
are not the only group of individuals in need of protection in 
Europe. The region has been experiencing immigration and 
refugee inflows for many years, including the so-called 
“refugee crisis,” which has sparked debates on immigration 
policy across the EU.

NMAP tracked the evolving use of narratives surrounding 
refugees, migrants, and asylum seekers in the European media 
in the first half of 2022. Our objectives for this research were to:

• Examine the prevalent media characterizations of 
refugees, migrants and asylum seekers, as well 
as themes and concerns around these groups of 
displaced individuals.

• Explore the opportunities for narrative change 
work to use value-based storytelling to advance 
international solidarity with refugees.

To this end we examined a sizeable media sample published 
between late February and July of 2022 in the major written 
media outlets in the three largest European host countries of 
refugees from Ukraine: Poland, the Czech Republic, 
and Germany.

In our analysis, we identified three main themes, 
which resurfaced in coverage across all three countries. 
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Theme 1:

Theme 2:

Theme 3:

REFUGEES AS A CATALYST FOR 
INTROSPECTION BY HOST COMMUNITIES
This theme comprises articles that explore motivations and values 
informing host communities’ responses to refugees and migrants. 
Examples include articles tapping into narratives around national 
identity, historic mission, and shared intrinsic values uniting host 
countries’ populations in their reactions to external challenges.

REFUGEES AS “IN-GROUPS” AND 
“OUT-GROUPS” 
This theme focuses on the metaphoric and symbolic lenses 
through which refugees, migrants, and other newcomers are 
perceived and subsequently characterized in the media. 
Examples include portrayals of individual refugees through 
their personal stories (e.g., following one family’s escape from 
a bombed city in Ukraine into a different country in Europe), 
or stories which project assumed traits or intentions onto 
the members of out-groups (e.g., “all Roma entering the 
Czech Republic have ulterior motifs of financial gain” 
or “everybody attempting to cross the Belarusian-Polish 
border is an illegal immigrant”). 

REFUGEES AS AN ECONOMIC 
OPPORTUNITY OR BURDEN 
This theme unites the coverage that abstains from moral 
arguments about refugees and migrants, instead appealing to 
the audience’s extrinsic values by using utilitarian cost-benefit 
logic. Examples include articles portraying refugees and migrants 
as a labor market opportunity, focusing on the added value of 
their skills and personal backgrounds, or instead zooming into 
the costs of supporting and integrating the newcomers borne by 
the host country.

A DETAILED OVERVIEW OF THESE THEMES, THEIR 

ITERATIONS IN EACH OF THE EXAMINED NATIONAL 

MEDIA CONTEXTS, AND THE COMMON NARRATIVES 

USED TO CHANNEL SENTIMENTS, ATTITUDES, AND 

CONCERNS, IS EXPLORED BELOW.

The Theory of Basic Human Values, 
which was developed by Shalom H. Schwartz, 
is the framework that NMAP has used to examine 
the narratives on refugees in this study — with a 
specific focus on self-transcendence values (which 
we call intrinsic values) and self-enhancement 
values (which we call extrinsic values).

SCHWARTZ’S THEORY OF BASIC HUMAN VALUES

LAYS OUT TEN VALUE GROUPS recognized 
across various cultures: self-direction, 
stimulation, hedonism, achievement, power, 
security, conformity, tradition, benevolence, and 
universalism. When making important decisions 
and taking actions, each individual engages in 
preference-ordering across these values, choosing 
to prioritize some values at the expense of others 
in order to inform their future actions.

SOME OF THESE VALUES CAN BE FURTHER 

CATEGORIZED INTO INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC.

The intrinsic umbrella is commonly used to 
classify inherently satisfying values related 
to self-acceptance, affiliation, autonomy, and 
competence. Extrinsic values, in contrast, 
concern pursuit of external rewards, such as 
financial success and social image. 

WHILE NOT ALL THE VALUES CAN BE CLASSIFIED 

USING THIS DICHOTOMY, it offers an extremely 
useful psychological construct for analyzing 
individual and group behavior and designing 
values-based communications for social change. 
Further research has shown that activating intrinsic 
values in an audience creates favorable conditions 
for civic participation, connection to community 
and support for human rights and environmental 
policies. Conversely, activating extrinsic values has 
the opposite effect.*

*See more in “No Cause is an Island”, Common Cause Foundation, 
2014.
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GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS
Geographically, we narrowed our study to Germany, the Czech 
Republic and Poland. The key factor included the consistently high 
numbers of refugees from Ukraine fleeing to and receiving temporary 
protection in these countries between late February and July of 2022, 
our study timeframe.1 These countries also gave us a good range: 
while Poland, by virtue of having a shared border with Ukraine, has 
become both a major recipient and transit country for the refugees, 
the Czech Republic and Germany were geographically more removed 
from the immediate cross-border human flow. The three countries have 
also had different political discourses and policy changes on migration 
following 2015, with Germany opting to embark on a relocation of 
asylum seekers, while Poland and the Czech Republic opposed the 
EU-wide refugee relocation mechanism, remaining mostly closed off 
and choosing to update their migration systems incrementally.2

MEDIA SOURCES
In this report, which is envisaged as the first narrative mapping 
exercise for a larger study on the perceptions of refugees and 
migrants, we focus on written content distributed by formal media 
outlets.3 Within this research stage, we engaged with written content 
(newspapers) only. This limited media selection should be kept in 
mind when interpreting the results and making inferences about the 
prevalence of certain narratives in the public sphere. We consider the 
results to provide groundwork for future research, which could cover 
other formal and new media formats, including broadcast content (TV 
programs, radio, and podcasts), official government statements, and 
advocacy and NGO campaigns, among others. 

In order to pick a representative selection of the written outlets, 
NMAP first analyzed the broader media ecosystems in Germany, 
Poland, and the Czech Republic. We then chose four to five outlets 
per country considering their types of ownership, perceived political 
leaning or bias, target audience, as well as recent dynamics in 
circulation/traffic/subscription. A breakdown of our final selection is 
included below. 

1    In absolute numbers, as of 20 September 2022, around 4.1 million refugees from Ukraine 
registered for Temporary Protection in Europe, including 1.4 million in Poland, 709,148 in 
Germany, and 433,311 in Czech Republic. Apart from being the highest in absolute terms 
across Europe, these populations also constitute high ratios vis-à-vis domestic population, 
especially in Poland (3.6%) and Czech Republic (4%).

2    “Poland and the European migration crisis,” European Commission, 2019.

3    I.e., organized content producers with established vertical distribution channels, as 
opposed to new media (the internet and social media), marked by the dispersed content 
creation and individuals who simultaneously produce and consume media (the so-called 
prosumer model).

Methodology

Photo by Mike Pruchnicki / Flickr

In absolute numbers, 
as of 20 September 2022, 
around 4.1 million refugees 
from Ukraine registered 
for Temporary Protection 

in Europe
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4  Most fundamentally in the1951 UN Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol.

COUNTRY NEWSPAPER OWNERSHIP POLITICAL LEANING ARTICLES

G
ER

M
A

N
Y

Der Spiegel Nationwide magazine center-left 17

Die Welt Nationwide newspaper owned by Springer Press conservative-right 10

Die Zeit Privately-owned nationwide weekly newspaper centrist / left-liberal 20

Bild Tabloid, owned by Springer Press conservative-right 36

FAZ Privately-owned nationwide daily newspaper center-right 10

CZ
EC

H
 

RE
PU

BL
IC

Actualne.cz Fully-online private daily newspaper liberal-left 20

iDNES.cz Nationwide daily newspaper owned by the ex-PM and 
businessman Andrej Babiš center-right 34

Blesk Daily Privately-owned daily tabloid “sensationalist” 12

DenikN Privately-owned digital newspaper with rising levels of 
readership liberal / critical 25

PO
LA

N
D

Gazeta Wyborcza Independent daily newspaper liberal-left 35

Rzeczpospolita Private nationwide daily newspaper center-right 28

Dziennik Zachodni Regional newspaper under Polska Press (operated by the 
state-owned oil company Orlen) right 17

Super Express Tabloid conservative 10

Table: Written media outlets in Poland, the Czech Republic and Germany, selected by NMAP for the study, their respective ownership mode, perceived political leaning, and the 
number of articles analyzed.

FINAL SAMPLE
First, we conducted an initial screening of all the coverage in each outlet between late February and late July 2022 to gauge the 
scope and frequency of the themes covered. Based on the initial inquiry, a proportionate sample of around 15-25 articles were 
selected from each outlet to illustrate the most frequent themes and narratives. Put together, these total 80-100 articles per country.

Whilst we mostly focus on the narratives surrounding refugees 
as understood under the applicable international legal 
instruments,4 we ran through the selected outlets with several 
search terms, including:

• REFUGEE(S): flüchtling (German), uprchlíci (Czech), 
uchodźcy (Polish)

• ASYLUM SEEKERS: asylsuchende (German), žadatelé o 
azyl (Czech), Osoby ubiegające się o azyl (Polish)

• ECONOMIC MIGRANTS: wirtschaftsmigranten (German), 
ekonomických migrant (Czech), Ekonomiczny imigranci 
(Polish)

This was done to avoid missing out on the alternative 
conversations and narratives, since semantic canvassing 
shows different legal definitions being used either 
interchangeably (e.g., refugees and asylum seekers), or 
rhetorically misused to convey particular sentiments toward a 
group of individuals or question the legitimacy of their claims 
to protection (such as economic migrants). We eliminated 
those articles that incorrectly used the term “refugee” when 
describing internal displacement within Ukraine.

TERMINOLOGY AND SEARCH TERMS
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MOST FOREIGN NATIONALS & THE MAJORITY 
OF SKILLED WORKERS IN GERMANY COME 
FROM OTHER EU COUNTRIES

Germany

WHILE MORE THAN 750,000 REFUGEES from Ukraine came to 
Germany in the first half of 2022, the country’s pre-war Ukrainian 
community, in contrast to Poland and the Czech Republic, was 
relatively small. Of the foreigner groups residing in Germany, Turkish 
nationals have consistently formed the largest one, numbering over 
1.4 million in 2021. Following the 2015 crisis and policy of welcoming 
refugees from the MENA region, Germany’s Syrian community grew to 
become 867,000-strong by late 2021. In contrast, Ukrainians residing 
in Germany numbered only around 138,000 at that time.5 Despite 
their relatively small overall number, many of these Ukrainians were 
contributing to national social insurance schemes, making them an 
important group of workers in Germany’s labor market. Overall, most 
foreign nationals and the majority of skilled workers in Germany come 
from other EU countries.

Following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and three days after the 
European Council’s Temporary Protection Decision, Germany’s 
Ministry of the Interior issued the Ukraine Residence Transition 
Regulation on 7 March 2022.6 The Regulation granted refugees 
fleeing Ukraine visa-free entry into Germany and the right to apply for 
longer-term residence permits. As of July 2022, 670,000 refugees from 
Ukraine registered for temporary protection in Germany.

Photo by Raja Sen / Unsplash

25  “Population: Germany, reference date, sex, age groups, citizenship,” 
GENESIS-Online Database (Federal Statistical Office of Germany).

26  UkraineAufenthÜV, Ministry of Interior of Germany.

As of July 2022, 
670,000 refugees from 
Ukraine registered for 
temporary protection 

in Germany.
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Across the five German outlets examined, a large part of the earlier 
coverage of the refugee influx is told in a character-centric storytelling 
format, reporting on the individual experiences of those who stepped in 
to support the displaced. 

Grassroots humanitarian action is shown as a spontaneous, organic, 
and multi-stakeholder phenomenon: “democratically organized” 
volunteer groups and non-profits stepped in where municipal services 
were overwhelmed with the numbers of those arriving;i private 
companies and entrepreneurs quickly created or repurposed their 
businesses to streamline humanitarian efforts,ii and benevolent, 
universally minded Germans offered to host refugees in their homes.

The responsibility of the host community is sometimes talked 
about using symbolic language of historic mission, be it in relation 
to conducting short-term railway evacuations or long-term hosting 
and integration of the displaced,iii boosted by the public call for the 
population to “continue to find the compassion and drive with which 
[they] have taken responsibility.”vi

The media coverage paid special attention to the contributions by 
Germans with refugee or immigrant experience residing in Germany. 
In addition to the message of solidarity and the values of peace 

and social justice7 they communicate through references to shared 
migration and/or displacement experiences.v These stories focused 
on the unique skills such individuals bring to humanitarian efforts. 
Most often these included knowledge of language and personal 
connections that help establish initial contact with refugees and 
create trust.vi

Another common media thread involves a focus on how some 
individuals with strong connections to both the host (German) and the 
hosted (Ukrainian) communities, such as second-generation migrants 
and long-term residents from Ukraine, assume “ambassador” roles. 
Compared to refugees themselves, these “ambassadors” appear to 
become more relatable narrators for the domestic audiences,8 making 
the reality of war more tangible by communicating first-hand stories 
of family members in Ukrainevii or using their understanding of the 
cultural and institutional environment in Ukraine to take a stance on the 
measures needed to support refugees’ adjustment to life in Germany.viii 

These stories argue a multicultural case for Germany as a 
“modern immigration country,”ix where “what a person is like has 
nothing to do with nationality,”x but is rather driven by the shared 
humanitarian and democratic values, such as the rule of law and 
respect for human dignity.

Shared Christian culture was also a notable theme (albeit more 
subtly than in Poland, for instance). Personal stories of volunteers 
from different walks of life were used to communicate the importance 
of “welcome culture” and “the feeling of togetherness” as a source 
of human happiness and an antidote to the paralyzing helplessness, 
frequently linked with the postulates of Christianity.xi A shared Christian 
faith is presented as a means of “unifying” people from the host 
community and the people being hosted, often depicted in the media 
through visual references to the Bible and religious practices,xii such as 
joint Easter celebrations.xiii

7    Falling under the universalism umbrella in Schwartz’s 
categorization of values. 

8    Across the analyzed articles in all three countries, including 
Germany, stories of the local activists (both with and without 
backgrounds of migration) would more often come in form of 
interviews compared to the stories of refugees themselves, who 
would more frequently be quoted within news articles, opinions, 
and feature pieces.

Theme 1
 “A MODERN IMMIGRATION COUNTRY”

Photo by Mika Baumeister / Unsplash

“what a person is 
like has nothing to 
do with nationality“
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In terms of perceptions of refugees from Ukraine as “the in-
group,” two perspectives have dominated the analyzed articles 
in the German outlets:

On the one hand, multiple stories of separated families, 
threatened motherhood and childhood experiences, invoked 
themes of vulnerability and victimhood, appealing to the 
readers’ intrinsic, universalism values, such as social justice, 
peace and equality. 

On the other hand, themes of dignity and heroism, projected 
through the symbolic portrayal of refugees as representatives 
of Ukraine and references to the Second World War, fueled 
discussion about the protection of the displaced as Germany’s 
responsibility in an anti-Putin effort.

An overwhelming number of articles with vivid visual 
materials told personal stories of women escaping Ukraine. 
Often pregnant,xiv with childrenxv or accompanying the 
elderly,xvi the accounts of “reluctant heroines”xvii covered the 
experience of separation from their husbands, vulnerability to 
exploitation,xviii and being torn by feelings of guilt from choosing 
between their homeland and saving their children.xix They are 
unambiguously characterized as war victims,xxi and in cases 
of several elderly holocaust survivors fleeing to Germany, 
as repeat war victims.xxi This characterization appeals to the 
audience’s humanitarian responsibility to protect. Depictions 
of individuals after arriving in Germany — Ukrainian children 
experiencing the joys of peaceful life in German cities, cuddling 
with toys,xxii playing and bonding with their host familiesxxiii and 
attending German schoolsxxiv — offer contrasting images of 
childhood innocence shielded from the “war hell” of “bombs, 
fear and uncertainty.”xxv

This repeated link with the war through simultaneous 
coverage of individual flight stories and the course of war in 
Ukraine, aided by the extensive visual symbolism of Ukrainian 
nationhood,xxvi often helped to symbolically portray the 
displaced as representatives of the Ukrainian nation. They 
are represented as grateful and resilient individuals,xxvii full of 
dignity and patriotic pride in the “noble” action of those who 
have stayed in Ukraine, resourceful in organizing activities to 
support their compatriotsxxviii and eager to return to Ukraine as 
soon as possible.xxix

Some media pieces indicate an effort to show that this 
is in line with Germany’s broader stance on refugees and 
immigrants, as noted in the previous section in relation to 
the “modern immigrant country” narrative. Success stories 
by immigrants or former refugees project the message of 

institutional colorblindness, i.e. an idea that someone’s race 
or ethnicity should not impact their success prospects if 
an individual intends to integrate and subscribe to the host 
society’s values.xxx This position is characterized by Umes 
Arunagirinathan, a German doctor and author with Tamil roots, 
as “Grundfarbe Deutsch” (“basic color German”).xxxi On the 
other hand, those who pose a threat to public security and 
orderxxxii are condemned as having no place in German society. 
This includes not only immigrants and refugees who commit 
crimes, but also Germans, exemplified by far-right extremist 
and soldier Franco A., whose trial has been widely covered 
since May 2021.xxxiii

However, to some, Ukrainians represent the refugees that 
Europeans “are comfortable with”xxxiv and are more likely to 
perceive as “guests”xxxv or “customers.”xxxvi Volunteers being 
interviewed made remarks that the absence of “exaggerated 
testosterone-fueled behavior” from the “friendly,” “law-abiding,” 
more culturally proximate and predominantly female Ukrainians 
helps reduce the feeling of threat from, and alienation towards, 
the newcomers.xxxvii 

One can trace these differences between the “good” versus 
“bad” refugees very clearly in the coverage that compares the 
current influx with 2015, when Germany faced another inflow 
of displaced peoples from the MENA region.xxxviii Some articles 
persistently use the disenfranchising immigrant blanket-
labelingxxxix to describe everyone who tries to reach Europe, 
implicitly villainizing members of potentially mixed flows. 
In contrast, we found only one article that discusses escape 
from Ukraine as an economic opportunity.xl One reporter, 
writing in their personal capacity, bitterly compares the different 
treatment of Ukrainian refugees as opposed to Syrians, 
although in both cases people fled, at least partially, because of 
Putin’s military campaigns.xli Even in the current crisis, accounts 
from people of color and third country nationals fleeing Ukraine 
tell stories of habitual racism.xlii Despite this, only a couple 
of outlets caution against the hypermoralization of Ukrainian 
refugeesxliii and their idealization as “good” against “bad Putin’s 
Russians,”xliv warning that failure to recognize their human 
flaws, varied rationales, and individual stories could lead to 
longer-term disillusionment among the population, undermining 
the sustainability of humanitarian support.xlv

Theme 2
“NO EXAGGERATED TESTOSTERONE-FUELED BEHAVIOR”
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In contrast to the ethical arguments seen in the articles analyzed 
above, some articles shied away from normative depictions of refugees 
and migrants or ethical evaluations of the host communities’ actions. 
Instead, they appeal to extrinsic values — such as financial security 
and the exercise of power over the newcomers to achieve social order 

— through cost-benefit arguments of Germany’s preparedness to 
accommodate and/or integrate refugees.

Among this selection of articles, the optimistic-pessimistic divide 
is less clear, as the key argument is rooted in the quantifiable 
assessments of integrating refugees, which are subject to changing 
circumstances. This uncertainty is reflected in the cautious “resource-
burden” narratives in the media. On the one hand, refugees and 
migrants are talked about as an economic and demographic resource 
which Germany could benefit from. A stress on the professional 
qualifications of some Ukrainian refugees is used to liken them to a 
potential “labor market miracle,”xlvi which could cushion staff shortages 
in the essential service sectorsxlvii and fill in the vacancies in the 
“very receptive” post-pandemic market without directly competing 
with Germans or other refugees.xlviii However, some articles warn that 
refugees might neither want to stay long enough to integrate nor find 
satisfying job options, facing the challenges of language barriers and 
lack of daycare facilities.xlix  

The debate on the corresponding administrative accommodation 
measures is similarly split. While multiple interviews with politicians 
praised the administrative competence of local authorities in “learning 
from 2015” and designing more adequate response measures, 
including a more flexible bureaucratic apparatus,l special integration 
programs in schools and transition into German universities,li other 
accounts noted the strain on public services caused by the large influx 
of people. Without expressly allocating the blame, some articles raised 
concerns about the municipal capabilitieslii and the “fair distribution” of 
financial burdens related to the increased capacity of daycare centers, 
schoolsliii and accommodation, especially in municipalities already 
facing housing shortages, like Hamburg.liv  

Theme 3
A “LABOUR MARKET MIRACLE”?

Photo by Matthias Berg / Flickr

Ukrainian refugees are 
sometimes likened 
to a “labour market 

miracle”, but language 
barriers and limited 
daycare facilities 
remain challenges
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AS OF JULY 2022, 396,000 REFUGEES FROM 
UKRAINE WERE REGISTERED FOR TEMPORARY 
PROTECTION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC  
THE CZECH REPUBLIC HAS LONG BEEN one of the preferred migration destinations in Europe for many Ukrainians, the majority 
seeking job opportunities in the Czech labor market. By the end of 2021, there were 196,875 Ukrainians legally residing in the 
country, making up the largest group of foreign nationals with residence permits (around 30%).9 Almost half of these individuals held 
permanent residence permits, indicating long-term relocation aspirations among many Ukrainians in the Czech Republic.10 

On 21 March 2022, the Czech government introduced several laws on temporary protection, popularly referred to as “Lex Ukraine.”11 

These granted individuals fleeing Ukraine access to long-term visas for “tolerated stay” and access to public services. As of July 
2022, 396,000 refugees from Ukraine were registered for temporary protection in the country.12

Photo by David Seibol / Flickr

9    “EMN Annual Policy Report on Asylum and Migration - Czech Republic,” European Migration Network.

10   Thanks to a combination of special immigration programs designed to feed the internal Czech labor market demand, Ukrainians residing 
in the Czech Republic have mixed professional profiles, coming from low-, medium- as well as high-skilled backgrounds.

11   “Czech Republic: ‘Lex Ukraine’ law package enters into force,” European Commission – European Website on Integration.

12   “Ukrainians granted temporary protection in July,” Eurostat.

By the end of 2021, 
there were 196,875 

Ukrainians legally residing 
in the Czech Republic
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Like in Germany, civil society in the Czech Republic was quick 
to organize collective action to welcome refugees. Articles 
show that solidarity permeates across stakeholder lines, with 
numerous examples of spontaneous action taken 
by individuals,lv small businesses,lvi and charitable 
organizations.lvii In these stories, Czechs are portrayed as 
generous,lvii kindlix and resourceful in devising solutions when 
lacking institutional guidance.lx 

The message of willingness to accommodate refugees is 
also emphasized in the coverage of swift action by the various 
branches of the Czech government. In addition to the logistical 
measures by public authorities to provide shelter and speed 
up documentation processing,lxi the national government was 
reported to have started devising legal mechanisms to allow 
Ukrainian refugees to access financial support, healthcare, 
childcare, and education services.lxii This was notable in that it 
happened within the first week of the war — in stark contrast 
to what is otherwise a generally bureaucratic and delayed 
process in the country.

There are examples of projecting the idea of hosting 
refugees as a unifying, historically embedded mission with 
the potential of helping Czech society “end [internal] friction 
and cultural confusion.”lxiii Several accounts appealed to 
the national memory of hosting refugees from the Yugoslav 
wars as constitutive of the image of Czech Republic as “the 
first post-socialist country to adopt the status of international 
protection” and formally incorporate refugee definition into 
their law.lxiv

Since the start of the war in Ukraine, Czech media has 
unambiguously characterized the fleeing Ukrainians as “war 
refugees.”lxv Similarly to Germany and Poland, audiences were 
bombarded with picture-heavy testimonies of women and 
children escaping through the cold,lxvi separated from their 
familieslxvii and prey to exploitation by metaphorical “hyenas.”lxviii

All these messages collectively engaged intrinsic values 
of peace, social justice, equality and benevolence, and 
reflected a desire amongst Czech communities to welcome 
Ukrainian refugees.lxix

Ukrainians were also heroized as individuals who “take their 
fate as it comes” and are willing to sacrifice “soul and body for 
[their] freedom.”lxx These sentiments are implicitly and explicitly 
associated with the narrative of shared Slavic heritage, historic 
oppression and fight for freedom from Russia by Czechs and 
Ukrainians, which invokes empathy in the readers.lxxi 

Theme 1
FROM “REFUGEE DENIERS”
TO “GENEROUS CZECHS”

Theme 2
THE ROMA AS A HUMANITY TEST

CASE STUDY: PROUKRAINU
Ukrainian-led Czech-outlet supported information platform
Most often, Ukrainian voices were incorporated into 
the reporting via personal stories with limited quotes. 
However, the direct “ownership” of the narratives 
predominantly remained with the editorial boards. 

ProUkrainu is an example of an information platform 
“for Ukrainians, by Ukrainians,” launched by the Czech 
outlet Blesk, itself owned by the media house Czech 
News Center (CNC). 

Edited by an all-Ukrainian board of journalists who fled 
the war, ProUkrainu uses mixed media formats and its 
cross-platform presence to reach out to the Ukrainian 
community in the Czech Republic, sharing tips, insights, 
and experiences to help Ukrainians connect with each 
other and adjust to life in their new host country.
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A noticeable segment of the articles approached the 
discussion of integrating Ukrainian refugees with the narrative 
of “crisis as an opportunity.”

One iteration of this narrative manifests in the treatment of 
Ukrainian people as a potential kickstarter for modernizing 
migration policy in the Czech Republic, mockingly referred 
to as the “Bohemian fortress,”lxxvii and instead, bringing 

“McDonalds”-like efficiency into the refugee support system.lxxviii 
In such accounts, Ukrainian refugees are believed to have shed 
light on the inefficient migration bureaucracy architecture, which 
is rooted in the “sick Czech nationalist dream” of discouraging 
immigrants from a long-term stay.lxxix 

Some of these accounts appeal to the intrinsic value of 
broadmindedness in calling to revisit the old systems, and 
many discussions were framed using the language of societal 

welfare and security. Ukrainians are treated as a “learning 
experience” for the government which is introducing measures 
to rectify the uneven urban distribution of the displaced. 
The government was reported to be eagerly fitting together 
“the puzzle pieces” of solutions to housing provision for the 
Ukrainian families, easing access to the “Kafka-esque overly-
regulated” job market for the adult refugees and providing spots 
in childcare and education facilities for their children.lxxx 

Despite government statements that “the situation 
surrounding Ukrainian refugees is under control,”lxxxi limited 
systemic preparednesslxxxii and lack of resources started being 
flagged to a greater extent by the media towards the beginning 
of the summer. For example, many reports talked about the 
limited housing capacity and refugees’ lack of means to pay 
the rent,lxxxiii especially in overcrowded cities and towns. Some 
articles further criticized limited coordination between local and 
regional authorities in accommodating the displaced.lxxxiv 

Against this background and in response to it, another 
“crisis as opportunity” debate was taking place: that of the 
economic and demographic utility of Ukrainian refugees for 
the Czech Republic.lxxxvi On the one hand, some experts and 
public officials publicly supported integration with claims that it 
is “not only a moral obligation, but also pays off for the Czech 
Republic.”lxxxvi Some pointed at the positive previous experience 
with Ukrainian migrant and seasonal workers as a good 
indicator for integration.lxxxvii On the other hand, some populist 
voices started calling for a slowdown in the allocation of benefits 
to avoid “system abuse” and to first prioritize Czechs national in 
need.lxxxviii Chairman of the right-wing populist SPD party13 and 
Member of the Chamber of Deputies, Tomio Okamura, even 
suggested sending Ukrainians back to Ukraine.lxxxix 

Ultimately, these diverging narratives highlight the mixed 
feelingsxc among the Czech people, informed by the competing 
intrinsic-extrinsic values, where intrinsic foundations for 
solidarity can become subject to crisis fatigue and give way 
to discrimination.xci

Theme 3 
OPENING UP THE “BOHEMIAN 
FORTRESS”

There is a clear difference between the narrative treatment 
of Ukrainians versus refugees from other countries. “Ukrainians 
suffering from Putin’s terror” are sometimes juxtaposed with 
“economic migrants from Africa and Muslim countries,” and 
while resistance to taking in the latter is shown as ‘normal’, 
those who do not support refugees from Ukraine are 
characterized as “disappointed, unhappy and more stupid.”lxxii  

Not all Ukrainians, however, were treated the same. 
From early on, coverage showed that some Czech nationals 
had mixed feelings about the reception of Roma people from 
Ukraine. Some media critically reported on a very reserved, 
and sometimes hostile, stance by Czech officials towards 
the Roma, especially following some accusations of deceitful 
intentions concerning dual Ukrainian-Hungarian citizens among 
the Roma community attempting to access 
financial assistance.lxxiii

Roma refugees, camping in public places in Brno and 
Prague, were reported as being a threat to public safety, with 
one article advising: “Roma people, don’t go to the Czech 
Republic, life on the street awaits you, Ukrainian customs 
officials warn.” This is integrated with reporting on Ukrainian 
customs officers’ efforts to discourage Roma movement 
through the Ukrainian borders in Transcarpathia, with the 
justification being that “there is no [conflict] situation in the 
Transcarpathian region that would cause Roma to leave en 
masse abroad.”lxxiv 

The apparent neglect sparked criticism on some media. 
Several stories of Roma mothers and children showed that, 
compared to other Ukrainians, they are treated with more 
skepticism and are suspected to harbor intentions to take 
advantage of the situation.  To some reporters, treatment of 
Roma refugees raised questions of whether solidarity with 
refugees in the Czech Republic is truly universal 
and consistent.lxxvi 
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UKRAINIANS HAVE CONSTITUTED THE 
LARGEST FOREIGNER GROUP IN POLAND 
FOR MANY YEARS

Poland

Photo Elijah G / Unsplash

POLAND IS THE ONLY ONE OF THE studied countries to share 
a border with Ukraine. Thanks in part to such geographic and 
cultural proximity between the two countries, Ukrainians have 
constituted the largest foreigner group in Poland for many 
years. By late 2021, around 308,000 Ukrainians were residing 
in the country, accounting for 57% of all legally registered 
foreigners.xcii The majority of this group would come to Poland 
on a temporary residence permit as migrant workers, taking 
advantage of the legislative amendments that consistently 
decreased labor market entry barriers for immigrants from the 
post-soviet space over the past years.14

On 26 March 2022, three weeks after the European Council 
adopted Temporary Protection Implementing Decision, Poland 
introduced its own legislative amendments, granting Ukrainian 
refugees rights to seek an 18-month-long legal stay permit and 
access public services.15 By mid-July 2022, around 1.2 million 
refugees from Ukraine had applied for temporary protection in 
Poland.16

By late 2021, around 
308,000 Ukrainians 

were residing in the 
country, accounting 

for 57% of all legally 
registered foreigners.

13  Svoboda a přímá demokracie (“Freedom and Direct Democracy”).

14  EMN Annual Report on Migration and Asylum, part 2, Poland 2021, European Migration 
Network (p.14)

15  “Amendment to the law on assistance to Ukrainian citizens in connection with the armed 
conflict on the territory of the country,” Office for Foreigners - Government of Poland.

16  Ukrainians granted temporary protection in July,” Eurostat.
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As the only studied country to share a border with Ukraine, Poland 
and its society, including the media, were placed the closest to the 
events and experienced the most immediate contact with those fleeing 
Ukraine. This resulted in an overwhelming amount of early coverage of 
the grassroots support, which portrays Polish society as “a wonderful 
nation” with a “sacrificial people”xciii, for whom spontaneous solidarity 
with the Ukrainians and unexpected levels of generosity towards those 
in need are “an ordinary human reflex”.xciv  

Like in Germany and the Czech Republic, the response is shown as 
organic and coherent on all levels through the appraisals of individual 
charityxcv, private initiativesxcvi, municipal actions, and government 
policy.xcvii Polish society is shown as being ready to not only provide 
extensive assistance for the refugees’ physical needs like shelter, food 
and transportation,xcviii but also showcase sensitivity to the refugees’ 
emotional state, as shown in widescale reports of cities choosing not to 
activate the remembrance alarm on the anniversary of the Smolensk 
Catastrophe to avoid traumatizing those who fled from the warzone.xcix 
In contrast, those with resources who do not contribute — or who treat 
Ukrainians inhumanely — are criticized as deviating from acceptable 
social behavior.c

The narrative of host country responsibilities as a historic mission, 
present in German and Czech media, is also prominent in Polish 
outlets, where it is sometimes symbolically linked with the national 
memory of the opposition to (Soviet and modern) Russia. References 
to appraisals of Poland’s humanitarian response by foreign celebrities, 
representatives on international organizations and diplomats weave an 
international dimension into this narrative, depicting the country as a 
“ray of hope during a terrible war” and an example for the international 
community to follow.ci

Religious narratives are frequently used when reflecting on the Polish 
hospitality towards refugees, often to a stronger degree compared 
to what we found in German and Czech media. Some accounts, 
for instance, frame the challenge of accommodating refugees as a 
symbolic “exam for humanity” and a metaphorical opportunity for 
redemption, in which many Polish people showcased the “angelic side 
to [their] nature”cii and the presence of “God in their hearts”ciii by treating 
Ukrainians as equals.civ Representatives of religious institutions are 
shown as proactive contributors to the humanitarian action and public 
debate, calling upon their congregations to welcome Ukrainianscv and 
offering strong critique of international inaction.cvi

Theme 1
A “WONDERFUL NATION” WITH
A “SACRIFICIAL PEOPLE”

...a symbolic
 “exam for humanity“

Photo by Wojtek Radwanski / EU Civil Protection / Flickr
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Theme 2
GUESTS, OUTSIDERS AND
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
Similar to the coverage in Germany and the Czech Republic, we can see 
a prevailing consensus among the examined media on the “legitimacy” 
of Ukrainians as individuals deserving of support and welcome. This 
can be traced through the use of terminology, with Ukrainianscvii often 
introduced as “visitors”cviii or “guests,”cix in contrast to the “fugitives” from 
Russiacx or “illegal immigrants” and “foreigners” attempting to cross the 
border from Belarus.cxi These accounts, which are also supplemented 
with vivid personal stories of escape, frequently paint Ukrainian 
refugees as relatable individuals, victims of war, and not a source of 
threat, thus appealing to the readers’ benevolence and universalist 

intrinsic values of broadmindedness, equality and social justice.cxii  
This division in treatment was not, however, universal, as shown in 

several instances of hate speech against Ukraine and Ukrainians by 
religious figures. Two examples include public statements by priests, 
Marek Bąk from Łódź and Michał Woźnicki from Poznań, both of 
whom portrayed Ukrainians as outsiders to Polish culture, who are 
incapable of gratitude, pursue their own interests and are a threat to the 
Polish nation.cxiii These sentiments were echoed in the comments by 
Marcin Rola, founder of the wRealu24 channel, where he referred to the 
historic memory of the Volhynia massacre tragedy to villainize Ukrainians 
and called for the construction of a border wall with Ukraine.cxiv 

While these occasions were clearly condemned in the media as 
deviations from universal solidarity, few articles engaged with the 
deep-rooted prejudice against foreigners, including Ukrainians.cxv 
Such critical accounts could be found in several independent outlets 
like Gazeta Wyborzca and Rzeczpospolita, which were quicker to 
offer criticisms on the double standards in the public discourse and 
government policy on migration. 

Throughout the studied period, several commentaries were 
published condemning the practice of pushbacks on the border 
with Belarus, government bans on irregular stay in specified border 
areas in the Podlaskie and Lubelskie Voivodeships,cxvi and 
substandard conditions in the detention centers where individuals 
coming from Belarus await refugee status decision or deportation.cxvii 
Gazeta Wyborzca often used interviews with activists, NGOs and 
public intellectuals to explore topics omitted from the public debate, 
such as comparisons between the reactions to the war in Ukraine 
and the Belarusian revolution,cxviii the need to connect to the Russian 
scholars abroad who oppose the current Russian regime,cxix and lack of 
action against both systemic discrimination and standalone instances 
of racism.cxx In the context of tightening control of media in Poland 
over the recent years, space for such deliberative accounts might 
continue to shrink, limiting opportunities for alternative debates and 
conversations in the formal Polish media. 

...we can see a prevailing 
consensus among the 
examined media on the 
“legitimacy” of Ukrainians 
as individuals deserving of 
support and welcome. 

Photo by Mirek Pruchnicki / Flickr
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Theme 3
“A LARGE AND WELL-ASSIMILATED COMMUNITY” 
Utilitarian cost-benefit narratives around Ukrainian refugees 
tapping into the extrinsic values of wealth and social order, 
as well as the idea of refugees’ self-sufficiency, started 
appearing in the Polish media relatively early on. Large 
numbers of Ukrainians were arriving in Poland’s cities from late 
February 2022. Some outlets reported that the government’s 
expectations were that refugees would have the responsibility 
of providing for themselvescxxi in light of dwindling housing 
capacity and strained welfare budgets.cxxii In response to this, 
optimistic accounts stressed the independent agency and 
economic utility of most Ukrainians who lived on their own 
money, started learning Polish, and were eager to work.cxxiii 
More fundamentally, many articles used macroeconomic 
forecasts to discuss the opportunities Ukrainians present to 

the existing familiarity 
with Ukrainian migrant 
workers as a “large 
and well-assimilated 
community” … 
contributed to a more 
positive outlook on the 
integration.
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“enrich, not impoverish”cxxiv the Polish economy by contributing 
taxescxxv and addressing persistent issues of labor shortagecxxvi 
and a demographic gap.cxxvii To a lesser degree than in the 
Czech Republic, Polish media portrayed Ukrainian refugees as 
an opportunity to build a more open society. cxxviii 

Overall, the existing familiarity with Ukrainian migrant 
workers as a “large and well-assimilated community,”cxxix 
together with the reports that a large segment of refugees 
wishing to stay in Poland are of working age,cxxx contributed to 
a generally positive outlook on the integration. Nonetheless, 
public opinion across the political spectrum appeared to 
converge on the prevailing position that Ukrainians should be 
provided with “the fishing rod and not the fish.”cxxxi
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SPATIAL 
PROXIMITY

LARGE EXISTING 
UKRAINIAN 
COMMUNITIES 

Immediately after Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022, all three countries all three countries showcased outstanding levels of 
solidarity with refugees — a finding that is echoed in public opinion polls and surveys.17 These sentiments, while commendable, were 
neither completely sustainable nor without controversy. This becomes particularly apparent when we compare portrayals of Ukrainian 
refugees with other groups of people, like those in limbo at the Belarusian border, or minority communities within Ukraine like the 
Roma. NMAP identified the following as key factors explaining the different perceptions of refugees from Ukraine in Germany, the 
Czech Republic and Poland.

Sizable Ukrainian communities residing in the 
studied countries pre-war further eased the 
“absorption” of refugees from Ukraine. As seen 
in multiple articles from the studied outlets, such 
communities helped mobilize resources and 
offered immediate support for their compatriots, 
potentially easing the perceived burden of 
required assistance and providing a “living 
example” of shared values.

1 2

Cross-cutting narratives

Ukraine’s geographic location and constant 
media monitoring of the largely unexpected 
reinvasion made the war more spatially and 
emotionally relatable for most Europeans. 
This, in combination with the adoption of the 
Temporary Protection Scheme by the European 
Commission and individual EU countries, 
contributed to a more unanimous use of the 
refugee terminology for those fleeing Ukraine, 
boosting public acceptance of and solidarity. 
In contrast, many other groups of displaced 
people were persistently characterized as 
(illegal) migrants or fugitives.

17  Solidarity levels were consistently high across all three countries studied in the first months following the start of Russia’s active military campaign. See e.g. Center 
for the Economics of Education survey of German adults between May-June 2022; STEM Institute’s survey of the Czech Republic residents in May 2022; and 
Szlachetna Paczka’s surveys of Polish from March and May 2022. For a comparative study of early public opinion on accepting Ukrainian refugees in 5 EU Member 
States including Germany and Poland, see EUI’s “Acceptance of Refugees and Solidarity in the EU.” 

Photo Matt Brown / Flickr
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When reporting on Ukrainian refugees’ stories, 
media outlets in all three countries often employed 
national metonymy by projecting narratives of 
Ukraine’s nationhood onto individual refugees. This 
might implicitly turn refugees into representatives 
of the Ukrainian nation and carriers of European 
values in opposition to authoritarian Russia in 
public perception. While making acceptance of 
Ukrainian refugees easier, this also inadvertently 
hypermoralizes them, an effect that is exacerbated 
by the inadequate presence of diverse Ukrainian 
voices in the media, which limited constructive 
discussion of their experiences in host countries. 
Altogether, this can help explain a slight change 
in tone and stronger disillusionment with refugees 
once the initial tide of solidarity receded and crisis 
fatigue kicked in. 

NATIONAL 
METONYMY 
AND COLLECTIVE 
WORLD WAR II 
MEMORY

GENDER, RACE 
AND RELIGION 

3 4
The demographic profile of the displaced from 
Ukraine, the majority of whom were white women, 
children, and the elderly from a predominantly 
Christian country, created a more convincing 
sense of victimhood associated with the 
newcomers, as was acknowledged in a number 
of articles in all three countries. This, in turn, 
hindered “villainization” of refugees and their 
depiction as a source of threat. NMAP’s analysis 
identified only a limited number of instances 
where hate speech was directed against 
Ukrainians on the grounds of national security. 
At the same time, similarly to the preceding 
point, once initial public generosity and empathy 
tapered off, we saw more extrinsic arguments 
being espoused, both by pro-refugee advocates 
who attempted to argue for ongoing integration 
due to increased economic opportunity, or anti-
refugee advocates who argued that ongoing 
provision for Ukrainian refugees was to costly for 
the economy.
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Conclusion

Solidarity with refugees from Ukraine, achieved through 
powerful human-centered storytelling, has created positive 
momentum for building alternative narratives on migration and 
international protection in all three studied countries. However, 
this momentum can be somewhat undermined not only by the 
anti-immigrant/refugee rhetoric, but also by sympathetic yet 
extremely generalized narratives about refugees, since these 
sometimes do not address deep societal concerns around 
coexistence with and integration of newcomers. 

In absence of a sustainable national vision on immigration, 
especially in the cases of Poland and the Czech Republic 
(but also in countries still exploring their “modern” national 
identity, like Germany), it is crucial to highlight and support 
the narratives that will live beyond ad-hoc humanitarian 
responses and prove robust when facing populist messages 

directed towards divided societies. Kernels of such narratives 
already shine through within the media coverage analyzed. 
For example, in Germany, stories by long-term residents 
contributing to humanitarian efforts or those with refugee 
experience, help communicate the value of open, inclusive 
societies. In the Czech Republic, references to the national 
experience of accepting refugees from the Yugoslav wars 
provided a historic reminder of national generosity and a 
counterargument to the prevalent idea of the “closed” and 
“xenophobic” Czechs. In Poland, articles highlighting the civic 
engagement efforts of the immigrant communities, such as 
Belarusians, helped shape a vision of a more multinational 
country providing a safe haven and opportunities to those 
persecuted by Poland’s authoritarian neighbors. 

SOLIDARITY WITH REFUGEES FROM UKRAINE 
PROVIDES POSITIVE MOMENTUM FOR 
ALTERNATIVE NARRATIVES ON MIGRATION IN 
ALL THREE STUDIED COUNTRIES

Photo Ekvidi / Flickr
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NMAP believes that these preliminary findings can lay the 
groundwork for additional research in the narrative change 
and human rights space. Specifically, we recommend:

Future Recommendations
RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FUTURE
NARRATIVE 
CHANGE WORK 

1. Further research into these issues— 
including but not limited to, a landscape analysis of 
audio-visual media; continuing research on how the 
media narratives develop in each country; and ethno-
graphic research to build on these findings.

2. Development of alternative 
narratives— supporting emerging alternative 
narratives via sustainable narrative-building strategies 
would require ethnographic research and close 
cooperation with civil society representatives, as well 
as trusted community members.

3. Efforts to increase the number 
of stories in the public discourse that activate 
intrinsic values, contributing to strengthening cultural 
values that are conducive to the progression of human 
rights. This would take the form of leaning into and 
expanding the existing intrinsic narratives already 
at work in each country and working with members 
of refugee and host communities to develop and 
produce new intrinsic narratives rooted in culturally 
relevant metaphors and stories. 

4. Direct engagement with individuals— 
NMAP recommends launching a mentorship 
cohort that works with members of the Ukrainian 
human rights movement to advance Ukrainian 
voices and alternative narratives to infuse into the 
mainstream media.
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i          E.g. drama school students assisting the Ukrainians queuing in sub-zero temperatures in front of the Migration Office in Hamburg (“Refugees from Ukraine: After the war 
comes the cold,” Die Zeit, 15 March 2022); non-profit SDB supporting Ukrainian refugees in Chemnitz with accommodation and basic needs (“Zoff about money: Will 41 
Ukrainians in Chemnitz soon be homeless?”, Bild, 6 May 2022); or volunteer groups and civil society organizations capitalizing on 2015 experience to ensure more orga-
nized reception conditions in Berlin (“Ukrainian refugees in the capital: What Berlin is doing right now,” Der Spiegel, 16 March 2022).

ii          Stories of a Spanish-Dutch photographer Noëmi organizing evacuation trips through her Instagram account, or the use of the Adiuto online platform, co-founded by free-
lancer Simon Gabriel Neuffer, to allocate donated goods to the displaced (“Help for Ukrainian refugees: How can we help?,” Die Zeit, 10 March 2022).

iii         E.g., “this is likely to be Germany’s key contribution to fighting Putin’s war: providing a safe haven for the victims, perhaps for just a few months at best, but possibly for 
a very long time.” (“Refugees from Ukraine : Better this time?” Die Zeit, 17 March 2022); “he is taking part in one of the largest evacuation missions that railway workers 
have undertaken in recent European history” (“Escape from Ukraine : Pavlík takes them to safety,” Die Zeit, 27 March 2022)

iv        “After the Putin war: 100,000 Ukraine refugees in Ba-Wü,” Bild, 24 May 2022.

v         E.g. a 1944 refugee from East Prussia and his spouse hosting a Ukrainian woman and her daughter in Rahlstedt (“Reception of refugees : Welcome to the Zehes,” Die Zeit, 
7 April 2022).

vi         E.g. a multilingual Bavarian train driver and a son of refugees from Bratislava who assisted the Ukrainians reach safety in Germany by rail (“Escape from Ukraine : Pavlík 
takes them to safety,” Die Zeit, 27 March 2022); a Jewish Russian woman who left the USSR for Germany and hosted 19 Ukrainians in her house near Stuttgart (“Ukrainian 
refugees: An honorable house,” Die Zeit, 8 March 2022); a Russian midwife in Frankfurt and a Russian boutique owner in Dusseldorf, both helping Ukrainian refugees with 
their skills and resources (“What a person is like has nothing to do with nationality”: Russian midwife helps Ukrainian refugee child,“ Bild, 10 April 2022; “Boutique owner 
helps refugees: The Russian with a heart for Ukraine,” Bild, 31 May 2022). 

vii        “Tennis player Eva Lys on the war in Ukraine: “We must not be quieter”,” Der Spiegel, 12 March 2022.

viii       “School for Ukraine refugees : “German teachers don’t understand Ukrainian children,” Die Zeit, 5 April 2022.

ix        “State benefits as for Ukrainian refugees in the future for all asylum seekers?,” Die Welt, 23 May 2022.

x         “What a person is like has nothing to do with nationality”: Russian midwife helps Ukrainian refugee child,” Bild, 10 April 2022.

xi        “What cohesion can do: The new German willingness to help - and why it makes you so happy,” Der Spiegel, 15 April 2022

xii        See e.g. references to the Bible in “Ukrainian refugees: An honorable house,” Die Zeit, 8 March 2022. Another strong visual example is the cover story of Der Spiegel’s 
16/2022 edition, where the header photo features a hooded young (Ukrainian) woman gazing upward and joining hands in a praying position (“What cohesion can do: The 
new German willingness to help - and why it makes you so happy,” Der Spiegel, 15 April 2022). See also: “Showmen invite 500 Ukraine kids: A stroll through the meadows 
instead of war hell,” Bild, 12 April 2022.

xiii       Notably, the theme of refuge and displacement was implicitly invoked during the live broadcast of Die Passion, a musical adaptation of the biblical story performed in 
Essen: the narrator, a famous TV and radio host Thomas Gottschalk, voiced the idea that “Jesus also knew life as a refugee [who] had nothing to do with politics” (“Jesus’ 
last days staged in a modern way: 5000 people flock to “The Passion” in Essen,” Bild, 14 April 2022. Direct quotes can be found in “The passion at RTL: Jesus eats curry-
wurst and other highlights and gaffes of the TV event,” MoviePilot, 14 April 2022).

xiv       See e.g. the “Kassia is the first war refugee baby: mom fled heavily pregnant,” Bild, 18 March 2022; a 31-year-old Ukrainian (“The singer: “My friends searched YouTube: 
How does a car birth work?”,” Der Spiegel, 22 April 2022); one of the refugees hosted by the Selzer-Niederer family in “Ukrainian refugees: An honorable house” (Die Zeit, 
8 March 2022) is a pregnant woman from Ukraine.

xv       “Refugees from Ukraine: It started as a skiing holiday, it became an escape,” Die Zeit, 2 April 2022; “After the Putin war: 100,000 Ukraine refugees in Ba-Wü,” Bild, 24 May 
2022.

xvi       “When we carried Valentina onto the train, the wheelchair was light, almost too light,” in “Escape from Ukraine : Pavlík takes them to safety,” Die Zeit, 27 March 2022; 
“Holocaust victim Zoe (94), who fled from Putin’s bombs: “I’m indescribably homesick!”,” Bild, 4 June 2022.

xvii      “Refugees from Ukraine: Reluctant heroines,” Der Spiegel, 23 April 2022.

xviii      “In his private apartment: refugee helper is said to have abused a Ukrainian,” Bild, 18 May 2022; “Kicked in the head: Man attacks Ukrainians in English garden,” Bild, 16 
June 2022.

xix       E.g. story of father who left for Germany with his family but could not “bear to sit around and watch on his smartphone as others fight for him” and decided to return to 
Ukraine (“Back to Ukraine: Georgiy, 46, three children,” Die Zeit, 18 March 2022); a mother who escaped with her 17-year-old son to protect him from conscription into 
the army (“The mother: “Should I let the Russians do violence to my child?”,” Der Spiegel, 22 April 2022); “Escape to a new life: “Nothing better than this family could have 
happened to us,” Welt, 21 June; “Refugees from Ukraine: Reluctant heroines,” Der Spiegel, 23 April 2022.

xx       “18 war victims landed: You are safe in Hamburg!,” Bild, 1 July 2022.

xxi        “Holocaust Survivors in the Ukraine War: ‘It’s good that my life is almost over. I haven’t seen too many good things”,” Der Spiegel, 16 May 2022; “Holocaust victim Zoe 
(94), who fled from Putin’s bombs: “I’m indescribably homesick!”,” Bild, 4 June 2022. Sometimes appeals to the shared responsibility are found in unusual formats – see 
e.g. this article on book recommendations: “Ukrainian detective stories, family stories, silent portraits of heroes: So good that you should have handkerchiefs ready,” Der 
Spiegel, 9 March 2022. Notably, some articles revisit German people’s experience as refugees during and after the Second World War, establishing the “then-now” link of 
shared historic experience (see e.g. “The refugees used to be Germans, today they are Ukrainians,” FAZ, 5 April 2022; “Journey into the past: How a border guard and a 
refugee became friends,” Bild, 15 May 2022.

xxii      “Showmen invite 500 Ukraine kids: A stroll through the meadows instead of war hell,” Bild, 12 April 2022.

xxiii      “Nothing better than this family could have happened to us,” Die Welt, 21 June 2022; “Escape to Berlin: Vanya does not yet know what war is,” Die Zeit, 15 March 2022. 

xxiv      “Refugee Children: It is a tremendous strength that they show,” Die Welt, 3 April 2022. 

xxv       Quotes from “Showmen invite 500 Ukraine kids: A stroll through the meadows instead of war hell,” Bild, 12 April 2022; see also 
“45-year-old getaway car save whole family: We escaped the hell of Mariupol,” Bild, 1 May 2022.

xxvi      Such symbols included the use of national costumes, symbols and Ukrainian flags (See e.g. “Refugees from Ukraine: Reluctant heroines,” Der Spiegel, 23 April 2022).

xxvii     “Refugee Children: ‘It is a tremendous strength that they show’,” Die Welt, 3 April 2022; hosted Ukrainians “constantly offer to cook or clean,” and the children “already 
learn Latin alphabet” (“Escape to Berlin: Vanya does not yet know what war is,” Die Zeit, 15 March 2022).

xxviii     “Ukrainian refugee workers: “We Ukrainians are not naked”,” Die Zeit, 9 March 2022; “Concert at the Römer in Frankfurt: Trumpet boy plays for his native Ukraine,” Bild, 31 
May 2022.
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xxix      E.g. a father who went back to Ukraine after evacuating his children (“Back to Ukraine: Georgiy, 46, three children,” Die Zeit, 18 March 2022); wives who support their 
husbands back in Ukraine (“Ukraine: ‘He called me every 48 hours and said, ‘I’m alive’’,” Die Zeit, 18 June 2022); or a mother with children who have not unpacked their 
suitcase in hopes of returning home soon (“Refugees from Ukraine: It started as a skiing holiday, it became an escape,” Die Zeit, 2 April 2022).

xxx      E.g. a “hero’s journey”-type story of a Lebanese refugee who escaped to Germany with his mother as a child and grew up to become a famous boxer (“Charr’s incredible 
story: The lion with the titan hips,” Bild, 28 May 2022); an opinion piece praising a Syrian refugee girl who stood up for a homeless person (“Viewpoint: Aya should be an 
example to all of us,” Bild, 28 May 2022).

xxxi     “Doctor and author on everyday racism: ‘I don’t give a damn about writing and speaking bans’”, Bild, 9 April 2022.

xxxii     “Clan member stabbed to death in Berlin: The Mohamed Files,” Bild, 3 May 2022. See also: “Dresden: Six injured in mass brawl in asylum home,” Bild, 3 May 2022; 
“Intensive offender from Eritrea: refugee threatens family of police officers,” Bild, 16 May 2022; Smuggling “Smugglers caught in Lindau: Seven Tunisians wanted to go to 
Germany illegally,” Bild, 24 April 2022; “Smuggler clan in Germany: ‘The Hydra lives’,” Der Spiegel, 8 July 2022; “The hunt for the ax killer – the victim’s widow speaks “My 
husband wanted to help, now he was murdered”,” Bild, 20 June 2022.

xxxiii    See “Trial of Franco A.: ‘A liar and a cheat’,” FAZ, 20 June 2022. Other examples include media coverage of racist attack investigations (“Arson attack 31 years ago: Feder-
al prosecutors arrest former neo-Nazi leader for murder,” Der Spiegel, 4 April 2022) and mistreatment of refugees (“Refugee severely abused? Beating allegations against 
asylum home security guards,” Bild, 15 June 2022).

xxxiv   “Cottbus: station of conscience,” Die Zeit, 4 April 2022.
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